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GENERAL INFORMATION 
PFW has several import routines for converting lists of inventory, customers, and vendors into the 
PFW program.  The import utility is very flexible allowing you to cross match PFW fields with your 
import file fields.  This import feature will save you a great deal of time and there seems to be no 
limit as to the number of records which can be managed in PFW. 
 

 
 
The PFW Importer is located under File: System: Import.  There are separate routines for 
importing each of the following: 
 
Inventory - An electronic list of items you sell can be obtained or created quite easily.   
 
Customers - An electronic list of people and businesses can include current customers or 
potential customers.   
 
Vendors - An electronic list of your vendors. 
 
Microbiz™ - If you are currently using Microbiz™ software, PFW will automatically convert your 
inventory and customer and vendor information into use by PFW.  It is not possible to convert any 
invoice history or product history.  It is recommended that you keep your Microbiz program for 
archive purposes or for historical lookups. 
 
Quickbooks™ Chart of Accounts - If you are currently using Quickbooks™ and have created a 
chart of accounts, PFW can import that listing to save you a great deal of time.  PFW will later be 
able to export information to Quickbooks as needed. 
 
MYOB™ Chart of Accounts -If you are currently using MYOB™ and have created a chart of 
account, use this option to import them into PFW.  If you do not know how to export the data out 
of MYOB, choose this option and then select "Export Instructions" for simple pictured steps. 
 
Chart Of Accounts - If you have created a file containing your chart of account names an 
numbers, you select the file and then link your data, as displayed on the left, with the appropriate 
fields on the right.  
 
Zip Codes - If you can obtain a zip code list, PFW can import the data.



IMPORTING CUSTOMERS 
Sources - 
An electronic list of people and businesses can include current customers or potential customers.  
Like inventory, these customer files may be available from your current database program or from 
other providers.  Like inventory, lists can be used for updating existing customers, but only if the 
"lookup" codes are identical, otherwise the customer is added to PFW. 
 
The key to sucessful importing of data lies in preparing the file to be imported in the following 
ways. 
 
Consistent -  
The file containing the data to be imported must be consistent.  It doesn't matter what order the 
elements are in as long as every record is consistent in the content.   
 
For example, if you are importing customers, their names must be consistently LAST, FIRST or 
FIRST LAST.   There should also be a consistent format for CITY, STATE, and ZIP.  A listing of 
importable fields below will help you determine what is needed. 
 
File Type -  
The file containing the data to be imported can be either tab or comma delimited.  Some people 
use Microsoft Excel or some other data-editing program to clean up the import file to make it 
consistent.   Then they save the data as a text file in a comma or tab delimited format.   
 
For example, in Excel choose Save As.  Then under Save as type: choose Text (Tab Delimited) 
and give the file an appropriate name. 
 
Data Fields -  
Assure that fields maintain proper characteristics.  Make sure numbers such as zip codes and 
phone numbers are formatted as text and are not inadvertently converted to some scientific 
notation which Excel sometimes tends to do. 
 
Added Data Fields -  
To take full advantage of PFW, consider adding fields to your existing import file.  Data editing 
programs such as Excel can greatly enhance the editing process by using its tools for filling 
down, sorting, and copying record elements.   
 
For example, you can add a Credit Limit field for customers, or User Defined information such as 
driver's license, business resale numbers, birthdates, referral sources, etc. 
 
The following list should give you an idea of the elements you may want to include in the import 
file.  Items in bold are mandatory.  Items followed by an * are recommended. 
 
Importable Fields For Customers 

Address 1 
Address 2 
Amount Owed 
City 
City, State, Zip 
Company Name 
Credit Amount  
Credit Limit 
Drv License 
E-Mail Address* 
Employee ID* 
First Name 



First Name Last Name 
Last Name 
Last Name, First Name 
Lookup Code* 
Phone 1(Home/Work)* 
Phone 2(Work/Fax) 
State 
Type 
User Defined 1 
User Defined 2 
User Defined 3 
User Defined 4 
User Defined 5 
User Defined 6 
Zip 

 
Prepare Customer Categories 
The customer category can pre-determine and apply pricing levels, taxation, credit terms and 
limits, and several other options which may not be available in the import file. 
 
Customer Import 
There are two types of customers: individual Person and Business.  If you are trying to import 
your old clients you should consider dividing them up into the two groups because of the way 
PFW handles the import. 
 
1)  Go to File: System: Import: Import Customer. 
2)  Choose Add. 
 

 
 
Fill in the following for the Customer Importer. 

• Import Description.   A text note to yourself describing the project 
• File To Import  - Include the full path and file name of the prepared inventory file. 
• File Type - Choose either comma or tab delimited as appropriate. 

 
Field Assignments tab 
3)  Click on the Display File [F5] button. 
 



Cross Match your data with PFW fields.  Your data is displayed on the left-hand side. PFW link 
fields are displayed on the right hand side. 
 
Use the mouse to DRAG and DROP from your data to PFW.  Highlight the line in your data, hold 
down the left mouse button and drag it over to the matching field in PFW.  In the example above, 
line number 2 of the data is the Last Name, First Name in PFW. 
 
Repeat the process until all necessary items are assigned.   
 
NOTE: 
• You may use a line number more than once. 
• To unassign a line, drag from PFW to your data and the PFW line number will revert to 0. 
• You may use the Next Record button to scroll forward through the data to assure consistency 
 
Defaults tab 
4)  Click on the Defaults tab. - These settings will be applied only if the setting in the import file 
has been omitted. 

• Default Customer Type 
• Business - Note: your import list should contain only customers who are operating a 

business of some sort. 
• Person - Note: your import list should contain only customers with home addresses 

and phone numbers who are not representing a business. 
• Computed - this is the best choice if you have a mix of individual and business 

contacts. 
• Default Tax Group - from the Tax Rates table 
• Default Price Code - one of your inventory price levels 
• Default Terms - customer terms of payment 
• Default Category - a customer category already defined in PFW.  (see ) 

 
Duplicates tab 
5)  If you are importing customers who might already be in PFW or who might be listed twice in 
your import file, you can choose to have PFW update or not update with the second record.  A 
match means the Lookup Code, First Name, and Last Name must be identical.  If there are slight 
variations, PFW will still add the second record as a separate customer. 
• Do not upgrade; leave existing information 
• Update current record with imported record; do not prompt if last name or first name do not 

match (update is skipped) 
• Update current record with imported record; prompt if last name or first name do not match 
• Update if Customer Code (Lookup Code) matches, even if first name or last name do not 

match (always update). 
 
6)  Choose OK [F10] when you have finished. 
 
VERY IMPORTANT -  
ALWAYS make a backup of PFW before performing any imports or any other major changes.  If 
errors occur, imports can not be reversed.  You will need to restore your data. 
 
1)  Make a Backup of PFW and its data. 
2)  Go to File: System: Import 
3)  Highlight the desired import routine. 
4)  Highlight the desired import setup.  You may choose to Edit the setup for review or 
modification first. 
5)  Click on the Import button.   
6)  A data line will be displayed to show that the importing is in process.  You will be notified when 
it is finished. 



7)  Check the imported data for accuracy. 
 
If there are records which could be a duplicate, you are given the option of  
•    Add New - creates a new customer record 
•    Replace - update this record only 
•    Replace All - update all records and do not warn if there are more duplicates 
•    Skip - do nothing 
 

 
 



IMPORTING INVENTORY 
Sources Of Data 
An electronic list of items you sell can be obtained or created quite easily.  Often your vendors 
are willing to provide an electronic catalog of products of their complete line or a filtered list of just 
your inventory.  As updated price schedules are received, use the importer to update PFW. 
 
Another source may be the actual inventory database of a program you are currently using.  
Quite frequently, the file can be imported directly or the program my have an export option  to 
create a tab or comma delimited file which PFW will be able to read. 
 
A third option is to write your own list.  Use of Microsoft Excel™ or some other data basing 
program gives you more control over your entries.  It is more time consuming, but can be more 
precise.  There are many editing tools within these data basing programs to speed up the work. 
 
Whatever your source of the electronic list, you can create unlimited inventory import setups and 
use them as often as needed to update PFW. 
 
 
Added Data Fields -  
To take full advantage of PFW, consider adding fields to your existing import file.  Data editing 
programs such as Excel can greatly enhance the editing process by using its tools for filling 
down, sorting, and copying record elements.  
 
Importable Bits of Information (Fields) 
The following list should give you an idea of the elements you may want to include in the import 
file.  Items in bold are mandatory.  Items followed by an * are recommended. 
 
Importable Fields For Inventory 
 Alternate SKU 
 Bin Location 
 Category 
 Cost 
 Department Code 
 Department Name 
 Description 
 In Stock 
 Label Form 
 Last Date Sold 
 Last Date Sold (DB) 
 Long (Quote)Description* 
 Manufacturer ID 
 Manufacturer Name 
 Manufacturer Part # 
 Matrix Column Desc. 
 Matrix Master Desc. 
 Matrix Master SKU 
 Matrix Row Desc 
 Maximum Stock 
 Min. Order* -  
 Min. Stock* 
 Number Sold 
 Price 1 
 Price 2 
 Price 3 
 Price 4 



 Price 5 
 Price 6 
 Purchase By 
 Sell By 
 SKU 
 Standard Note 
 Tag-Along Master SKU 
 Transaction Note 
 UD Field 1 
 UD Field 2 
 UD Field 3 
 UD Field 4 
 UD Field 5 
 UD Field 6 
 Units Per Order 
 Vendor Code* 
 Vendor Cost 
 Vendor ID (Hidden) 
 Vendor Name 
 Vendor SKU* 
 Weight 
 
Advance Preparation 
 
Prepare PFW Category Defaults 
This is a global definition to be automatically applied to a newly created category.  The new 
category can then be modified slightly to better reflect the inventory needs.  You will also need to 
select a Tax Category, the taxation method assigned to all items within the category. 
 
For example, all categories will have the same label type and stocking options in common, but 
some categories will be serialized and this modification can be made as needed. 
 
Prepare PFW Categories 
All inventory must be assigned to a category.  The importer can automate the category creation 
and assignment, however, before importing inventory, you may want to create the categories to 
which the items will be assigned.  If you create the categories in advance, you can control the 
price markups, calculated prices, tax category, and other settings. 
 
When importing inventory, the following scenarios will be in effect. 
 
• Import record has no category assigned.  All such items will be relegated to one category as 

selected in the import setup.  This one category is generally very generic such as Taxable.  
Later, to take advantage of the many benefits of category assignments, you will have to 
manually change each category. 

 
• Import record has a category assigned but the,  
• Assigned category does NOT exist in PFW.  PFW will create categories for each unique 

entry in the category field of the inventory import.  All created categories will have the same 
pre-defined settings as determined by the PFW Category Default.  Global category changes 
to existing can be done later, but will require some extra effort. 

• Assigned category does exist in PFW.  When an item is imported it will automatically take on 
the pre-defined settings of the category to which it is assigned.  This is the most time saving 
and most accurate scenario available. 

 
Prepare Vendor List 



Each vendor must have a unique Vendor ID.  Before importing inventory, consider importing 
Vendors or creating a vendor list.  The vendor ID can then be included in the inventory import file 
and direct links. 
 
 
Inventory Import 
1)  Go to File: System: Import: Import Inventory. 
2)  Choose Add. 
 

 
 
3)  Fill in the following for the Inventory Importer 

• Import Description.   A text note to yourself describing the project. 
• File To Import  - Include the full path and file name of the prepared inventory file. 
• Skip First Record When Importing - if the first record is title information 
• File Type - Choose either comma or tab delimited as appropriate. 

 
4)  Click on Display File 
 Cross Match.your data with PFW fields.  Your data is displayed on the left-hand side. PFW link 
fields are displayed on the right hand side. 
 
Use the mouse to DRAG and DROP from your data to PFW.  Highlight the line in your data, hold 
down the left mouse button and drag it over to the matching field in PFW.  In the example above, 
line number 8 of the data is the Category in PFW.    
 
Repeat the process until all necessary items are assigned.   
 
NOTE: at the very least, SKU and Description must be linked. 
• You may use a line number more than once. 
• To unassign a line, drag from PFW to your data and the PFW line number will revert to 0. 
• You may use the Next Record button to scroll forward through the data to assure consistency 
 
Mapper & Alias 
(Optional) MAPPER lets you assign a replacement word for a specific value in a field.  For 
example, your import file may have a Department field that is identified by only a number.  If you 
would prefer that the PFW use full names instead of numbers, the mapper lets you instruct PFW 
to automatically rename the number to a specific name such as Hardware while it does the 
import. 



The general steps are  1) highlight the target field on the right side (eg. Department), 2) choose 
Mapper, 3)  Choose Add  4) Enter the import value and the  
 
5)  Click on the Costs tab. 

• A "First Time" import requires checking Update Costs and Update Prices.  Later, you can 
ignore or use the fields as needed.   

• Note: If checked, pricing will be updated in the following order:  1) By matching the 
imported fields to the pricing field, and 2) By applying catgory markups.   In other words, 
if the import file does not contain the selling price (price1, price2), then the category 
settings will be applied used with the cost field to automatically calculate the pricing 
fields. 

• *** Imported Price Includes Tax - (International Setting) check this ONLY if your selling 
price already includes tax amounts.  See  

 
 
6)  Click on the Defaults tab. 
Make selections as appropriate. The information entered here will be applied to all inventory 
items being imported.  If this is not wanted, leave it blank. 

• Vendor ID - if all items being imported are from one vendor, then enter the vendor ID 
here.  (also check the option of Format tab) 

• Default Department - ALWAYS select a department and category. 
• Default Category - (filled in automatically when selecting department) 

 
IMPORTANT:  new categories to be created during the import will use the default settings of this 
Default Category. 
If your import file 
•     does not have a category field for each item, then they will be assigned to the Default 

Category set here. 
•     does have a category field for each item,  

• and if the category does not exist yet, the newly created category will use the same 
settings as the one set here.   

• but if the category does exist, then the new item will use the settings of the existing 
category. 

 
 
7)  Click on the Update Options tab. 
Caution: Your import file may have a SKU listed which already exists in PFW.  Generally, the 
import file will overwrite existing information, whether you want it to or not.  Be sure to select an 
appropriate option.  If nothing is selected, the importer will not work. 

• If item already exists in inventory, DO NOT UPDATE OR ADD 
• If item already exists in inventory, UPDATE EVEN IF DESCRIPTION IS DIFFERENT 
• Update item ONLY IF DESCRIPTIONS match; otherwise add as new item 

 
IMPORTANT: Add/Update Imported Items To Vendor Inventory List - If you have included a 
vendor link in your import file, PFW can automatically build the vendor inventory file as it imports 
the inventory items.  In other words, if you want the imported items to be linked to the vendor, 
then this MUST be checked. 
 
8)  Click on the UDFs tab. 
User Defined Fields allow you to import optional information for each inventory item.  For 
example, if you are importing books, you may want to link the author to UDF1, the publisher to 
UDF2, etc.  On this screen you are entering the titles of the fields.  (See ) 
 



 
 
 
9)  Click on the Format tab. 

• Delete Dashes in Imported SKUs  - The hyphen is generally an unrecognizable 
character for barcode readers.  PFW creates barcode labels from the SKU field of the 
item.  If your import file contains hyphens in the SKU field you should delete the dashes. 

 
• Format of Prices  - The cost and price fields of your import file must be consistent in the 

number of decimal places.  PFW can interpret three formats as displayed on the setup 
screen.  Select one. 

 

  
 

• Auto-Create-SKU If Blank - In the event an inventory item is missing a SKU while being 
imported, checking this box will create one automatically.  The new SKU created will be 
TS-xxx (xxx=next available number, TS=temporary SKU).  
• If you really want PFW to generate SKUs, your import file must have a blank field 

which you link to SKU 
• Leaving this box unchecked will cause PFW to skip the item in the list and not import 

it. 
 
10)  (Optional) Click on the Matrix tab. See  
 
11)  Choose Save [F10] when you have finished.  This will add the setup definition to a list and 
can be used or modified in the future. 
 
IMPORTANT:  ALWAYS make a BACKUP before perfoming an import.  If something goes 
wrong, you can restore the backup. 
 
 
VERY IMPORTANT -  
ALWAYS make a backup of PFW before performing any imports or any other major changes.  If 



errors occur, imports can not be reversed.  You will need to restore your data. 
 
1)  Make a Backup of PFW and its data. 
2)  Go to File: System: Import 
3)  Highlight the desired import routine. 
4)  Highlight the desired import setup.  You may choose to Edit the setup for review or 
modification first. 
5)  Click on the Import button.   
6)  A data line will be displayed to show that the importing is in process.  You will be notified when 
it is finished. 
7)  Check the imported data for accuracy. 
 
If you are importing inventory, the display will include statements of item status. 
 

 



IMPORTING VENDORS 
An electronic list of your vendors could come from your current database program or from a 
listing you create yourself.  Unless you have a very large number of vendors, you will probably do 
well to enter them manually into PFW.   
 
A skeletal vendor list in PFW can be created automatically when doing an inventory import, but it 
will require additional editing. 
 
The key to sucessful importing of data lies in preparing the file to be imported in the following 
ways. 
 
Consistent -  
The file containing the data to be imported must be consistent.  It doesn't matter to PFW what 
order the elements are in as long as every record is consistent in the content.   
 
For example, if you are importing customers, their names must be consistently LAST, FIRST or 
FIRST LAST.   There should also be a consistent format for CITY, STATE, and ZIP.  A listing of 
importable fields below will help you determine what is needed. 
 
File Type -  
The file containing the data to be imported can be either tab or comma delimited.  Some people 
use Microsoft Excel or some other data-editing program to clean up the import file to make it 
consistent.   Then they save the data as a text file in a comma or tab delimited format.   
 
For example, in Excel choose Save As.  Then under Save as type: choose Text (Tab Delimited) 
and give the file an appropriate name. 
 
Data Fields -  
Assure that fields maintain proper characteristics.  For example, an inventory file should make 
prices and costs a consistent decimal field with no dollar sign ($) symbols.  SKU or barcodes 
must be formatted as text and not interpreted as numbers.  The same is true for zip codes and 
phone numbers in customer files.  It is best to not allow spaces in SKUs because future use of 
picture files with e-commerce will not support the spacing. 
 
For example, some data editing programs such as Excel can cause complications for some types 
of data by converting large numbers of SKUs into scientific notation. 
 
Added Data Fields -  
To take full advantage of PFW, consider adding fields to your existing import file.  Data editing 
programs such as Excel can greatly enhance the editing process by using its tools for filling 
down, sorting, and copying record elements.   
 
For example, you can add a Credit Limit field for customers, or User Defined information such as 
driver's license, business resale numbers, birthdates, referral sources, etc. 
 
The following list should give you an idea of the elements you may want to include in the import 
file.  Items in bold are mandatory.  Items followed by an * are recommended. 
 
Importable Fields For Vendors 

Account Number 
Address 1 
Address 2 
City 
City, State, Zip 
Contact 1* 



Contact 1 Phone* 
Contact 2 
Contact 2 Phone 
Credit Limit 
E-Mail Address* 
State 
Vendor Code 
Vendor Name 
Web Site Address* 
Zip 

 
Prepare Vendor List 
Each vendor must have a unique Vendor ID.  Before importing inventory, consider importing 
Vendors or creating a vendor list.  The vendor ID can then be included in the inventory import file 
and direct links. 
 
1)  Go to File: System: Import: Import Vendors.. 
2)  Choose Add. 
 

 
 
Fill in the following for the Inventory Importer Wizard. 

• Import Description.   A text note to yourself describing the project. 
• File To Import  - Include the full path and file name of the prepared inventory file. 
• File Type - Choose either comma or tab delimited as appropriate. 

 
3)  Click on the Display File [F5] button. 
 Cross Match.your data with PFW fields.  Your data is displayed on the left-hand side. PFW link 
fields are displayed on the right hand side. 
 
Use the mouse to DRAG and DROP from your data to PFW.  Highlight the line in your data, hold 
down the left mouse button and drag it over to the matching field in PFW.  In the example above, 
line number 8 of the data is the State in PFW. 
 
Repeat the process until all necessary items are assigned.   
 
NOTE: 
• You may use a line number more than once. 
• To unassign a line, drag from PFW to your data and the PFW line number will revert to 0. 



• You may use the Next Record button to scroll forward through the data to assure consistency 
 
4)  Click on the Defaults tab 
     Enter a Default Term.  This will be a payment term to the vendor. 
     Enter a Default GL Payable Account (optional). 
     Select Vendor SKU = My SKU if you want to use the vendor's product numbers as your 
SKUs. 
 
5)  Choose OK [F10] when you have finished. - This will add the setup definition to a list and can 
be used or modified in the future. 
 
VERY IMPORTANT -  
ALWAYS make a backup of PFW before performing any imports or any other major changes.  If 
errors occur, imports can not be reversed.  You will need to restore your data. 
 
1)  Make a Backup of PFW and its data. 
2)  Go to File: System: Import 
3)  Highlight the desired import routine. 
4)  Highlight the desired import setup.  You may choose to Edit the setup for review or 
modification first. 
5)  Click on the Import button.   
6)  A data line will be displayed to show that the importing is in process.  You will be notified when 
it is finished. 
7)  Check the imported data for accuracy. 



IMPORTING A CHART OF ACCOUNTS 
 
If you are using Quickbooks or MYOB accounting programs, you may wish to import your Chart 
Of Accounts into PFW so that account names and numbers will be identical. 
 
1)  Review your chart of accounts in Quickbooks or MYOB for accuracy and completeness. 
2)  Prepare an export file following guidelines from Quickbooks or MYOB. 
3)  Run PFW Importer. Go to: File: System: Import: Chart Of Accounts 
 
 
Quickbooks Chart Of Accounts Import 
1)  Make a Backup of PFW.  Importing the Chart of Accounts will erase any current settings in 
PFW's Chart Of Accounts. 
2)  Run Quickbooks and select EXPORT from the menu.  Choose Chart Of Accounts.  This will 
create a Quickbooks IIF file.  It will be saved in the Quickbooks directory on your hard drive.  
Make note of the full path and file name. 
3)  Run PFW and Import Quickbooks Chart Of Accounts.  An Import Wizard will guide you 
through the steps. 
 
The next important step is to go to File: System: GL Interface Setup and be sure to assign your 
Quickbooks accounts to the correct fields. 
 
Import MYOB Chart Of Accounts 
1)  Make a Backup of PFW.  Importing the Chart of Accounts will erase any current settings in 
PFW's Chart Of Accounts. 
2)  Run MYOB.  Go to File and select EXPORT DATA from the menu.  Choose Accounts and use 
the following settings. 
 

 
 
3)  Choose Continue. 
 
4)  Link appropriate fields so that it looks like the following.  For example, click on the Date in the 
first column and drag and drop it on the Date field in the second column. 
 



 
 
5)  Choose Import.  This creates a comma delimited file. 
 
6)  Go to PFW and choose File: System: Import: Import Chart Of Accounts. 
 
7)  Find the file name created in the MYOB Export. 
 
8)  Assign fields for Import.  Highlight a field on the left and a corresponding field on the right.  
Then click on the Assign button in the lower left corner. 
 

 
 
9) When you are finished, click on OK.  Your MYOB Chart of Accounts will now be in PFW. 
 
The next important step is to go to File: System: GL Interface Setup and be sure to assign your 
MYOB accounts to the correct fields. 



IMPORTING ZIP CODES 
Importing Zip Codes is most beneficial if you sell to customers across the country.  If you can 
obtain a listing of zip codes in comma delimited format, you will be able to import them. 
 
1)  Make a Backup of PFW before doing any importing. 
2)  Go to File: System: Import: Import Zip Codes. 
3)  Find the comma delimited file containing zip codes. 
4)  Assign fields for Import.  Highlight a field on the left and a corresponding field on the right.  
Then click on the Assign button in the lower left corner. 
 

 
 
CINM = City Name 
STCD = State Code 
ZPCD = Zip Code 
CTCD = Country Code 
TAXID = Tax Rate ID for the City 
 
5)  Choose OK.  You may wish to review the Zip Code Table.  Go to Utilities: Zip Codes. 
 
VERY IMPORTANT -  
ALWAYS make a backup of PFW before performing any imports or any other major changes.  If 
errors occur, imports can not be reversed.  You will need to restore your data. 
 
1)  Make a Backup of PFW and its data. 
2)  Go to File: System: Import 
3)  Highlight the desired import routine. 
4)  Highlight the desired import setup.  You may choose to Edit the setup for review or 
modification first. 
5)  Click on the Import button.   
6)  A data line will be displayed to show that the importing is in process.  You will be notified when 
it is finished. 
7)  Check the imported data for accuracy. 
 
 



IMPORTING MATRIX INVENTORY 
This is a special use of the inventory importer and requires a very structured import file.  The 
objective is to import items so that they are linked together as a matrix group. 
 
Prepare The Import File 
Just like other import files, the file to be imported must contain at least the following... 
• SKU 
• Description 
• Last Cost 
• Price 1 (and others if needed) 
 
But it also must have 
• Matrix Master Desc. 
• Matrix Master SKU 
 
And information about the 
• Matrix Column Desc. 
• Matrix Row Desc. 
 
 
Here is a sample spreadsheet.   
 

 
 
Note that the FullDesc will be the item description and it is a "concatenation" of the data in fields 
MasterDesc and Color and Size.  Microsoft Excel provides several useful tools for building the 
spreadsheet. 
 
Save The File - Comma Delimited 
When you have finished building the spreadsheet, save it as a comma delimited file and then exit 
Excel. 
 



 
 
Defining The Import 
Go to File: System: Import: Import Inventory 
 
After giving the import definition a name and specifying the file, choose the Display File button to 
reveal the data of the first record. 
You will then link the appropriate fields on the left to the PFW fields on the right. 
  

 
 
Fill in the other tabs (Cost, Defaults, Categories, UDFs, and Format) as explained in Importing 
Inventory. 
 
On the Matrix tab title the row and column 
 



  
 
Backup Before Importing 
It is always a good practice to make a backup before making major changes to PFW data. 
 
Perform the Import 
You will see the SKU and Description of the items being imported.   
 

 
 



IMPORT OF PHYSICAL INVENTORY 
M-AE  ACCESS Inventory: Physical Inventory: Reconcile From File 
 
As a business you may need to perform physical stock counts of everything in the store.  The 
"Import Physical Inventory From File" option in PFW provides the following useful procedures.  
 
How To Zero Inventory Stock Counts - sets all inventory to zero count 
How To Import A Physical Stock Count - use a prepared data file as a source of stock counts 
How To Scan A Stock Count Directly Into PFW - use a barcode scanner for counting 
Interpreting The Results - review and perform the update of stock counts 
 

 
 
 
How To Zero Inventory Stock Counts 
You may wish to reduce all stock counts of you inventory to zero so that you can start fresh.   
Go to Inventory: Physical Inventory: Reconcile From File 
Click on the "Zero Inventory Counts [F3]" button. 
You will be prompted to confirm the process.   
Note:  Serial numbers which have NOT been sold on invoices will be deleted. 
 

 
 
You may now re-enter stock counts using one of the following methods. 
 
 
How To Import A Physical Stock Count 
You will need a comma or tab delimited file listing your inventory.  For each inventory item in the 
file, you will need the SKU, Description, and Stock Count. 
 
There are two simple methods for creating this file.   



One, use a handheld data collector to scan items in the store and to record the stock counts.  
Using instructions for the brand of data collector, save the stored data to a file on the hard drive. 
 
Two, use the export feature of PFW (File: System: Export: Export Inventory) to create a comma 
delimited file to include just the SKU and Description and perhaps the stock count.  With Microsoft 
Excel or some other program you can edit the file to enter your true stock counts.  Note: be sure 
to save the file as a comma or tab delimited file.  Then follow the steps described below. 
 
In the upper left corner of the Import Physical Inventory From File window is where you select the 
file to be used as an import file. 
 

 
 
Create An Import Link 
Choose Add 
You will be prompted through the Physical Inventory Importer.   
 

 
 
 
First, you will give this setup a name (Import Description), then choose the file to be used for the 
import (use the browse button). 
 
Now click on Display File [F5] and then link the Description, SKU, and Stock count from the left 
hand window to the right hand window.  When you are done, choose Finish and this saves the 
import definition. 
 
 



Prepare To Import 
Most likely you will want to make sure the lower panel is empty; choose the Clear List [F7] 
button. 
 
When you are ready, highlight the added file description (upper left panel) and select Import [F2].   
 
Special Notes:  
 The Edit and Delete buttons will affect the highlighted Import file Description. 
 If you have multiple files to import, setup definitions for each as described above, clear 
the list, and choose to import each one before proceeding to the next steps..If the same SKU 
exists in multiple files, PFW automatically combines the counts together. 
 
See below for an explanation of the results and what to do next. 
 
 
How To Scan A Stock Count Directly Into PFW 
You may want to scan inventory directly into the Import Physical Inventory From File window 
rather than use a file as described above.  All you need is a scanner.  Or, in lieu of a scanner, you 
can manually type the SKU and enter the stock counts. 
 
Most likely you will want to make sure the panel below is empty; choose the Clear List [F7] 
button. 
 
Choose the Direct Scan Inventory [F4] button. 
 

 
 
It is common to turn on Ask For Quantity After Scan.  When you scan an item it will ask how 
many of the item you have in stock.  Note: If you do NOT activate this option, each item scanned 
will be counted as one in stock.  This allows you to scan items randomly without determining in 
advance how many there are of an item.  Either method is acceptable depending upon how you 
want to enter inventory. 
 
Using a scanner (or just typing the SKU) will automatically record the information and prompt for 
the next item.  The Last Scan shows where you left off.  Note: Do not be concerned about display 
of lower or upper case on the SKU because this is not case sensitive. 
 
When you are finished choose Done [F10]. 
 
 
Interpreting The Results 
Once the inventory has been imported or direct scanned, you will see your list of inventory items.   
 



 
 
For each item, Original means the stock count of the item currently in the PFW inventory list.  
Actual is the count you have just imported or entered.  And Difference is the variance between 
Original and Actual. 
 
 
***ITEM NOT FOUND*** - When using the Import [F2] or the Direct Scan Inventory method, this 
reports that a scanned item is NOT in your current inventory list. 
This would suggest that the scan was misread or mistyped or simply that the SKU of the item is 
no longer a valid SKU.  Perhaps the inventory item is there in your inventory, but the SKU was 
changed or deleted.  Or the item simply may be a new inventory item yet to be added to PFW. 
 
The "Print 'Not Found" SKUs [F6] will print a list of these items so that you can review reasons for 
the discrepancy. 
 
Three Reports Available 
You can review your list in three ways. 
• Physical Inventory - All Entries - prints everything in the list.  Choose Print [F5] and select 

Print All. 
• SKUs Not Found Report - prints a list a items for which there is no equivalent SKU in your 

inventory list.  Choose "Print 'Not Found" SKUs [F6] 
• Discrepancy Report - prints all items in the PFW inventory list which are NOT part of this 

inventory reconciliation.  This is useful for determining if inventory has been lost or stolen.  
Choose Discrepancy Report [F9]. 

 
Add, Edit, Delete 
After interpreting the results, you may wish to Add, Edit, or Delete entries in the list to assure that 
everything is correct.  With the Add button, you can scan or lookup the SKU.  (Note: if you type in 
an unknown SKU you will not be able to update inventory because the SKU does not really exist 
in PFW.) 
The Edit button allows you to adjust the Actual count.  And the Delete button will remove the line 
item from the list. 
 
Update Inventory Counts [F8] 
Once you are satisfied that the listing and counts are correct, then choose Update Inventory 
Counts [F8] to affect the changes.  You have two choices. 
• Replace - will change all stock counts for the items to the number in Actual Count. 
• Add To - will increase the current stock counts by the number in Actual Count. 
 
All items on the list will be removed if the update was successful.  Items which have no match to 
your inventory will not be removed. 



IMPORT MICROBIZ DATA 
Microbiz™ - If you are currently using Microbiz™ software, PFW can automatically convert your 
inventory and customer and vendor information from Microbiz for use by PFW.  It is not possible 
to convert any invoice history or product history.  It is recommended that you keep your Microbiz 
program for archive purposes or for historical lookups. 
 
Advance Setup 
You should know the directory where the Microbiz data is stored, 
Make a backup of PFW before performing the import. 
 
How To Import Microbiz Data 
Go to File: System: Import: Microbiz 
 

 
 
Select Types of Data To Import and Set Defaults 
• Import Customer Data 
Place a checkmark at top left.  Then fill in the Customer Defaults tab.    
 Default Price Level - (choose a number from 1-6 as it corresponds with PFW Setup) 
 Default Terms - (this is a payment term for accounts receivable charges) 
 
• Import Product Data 
Place a checkmark at top left.  Then fill in the Inventory Defaults tab. 
 Default Category - use the lookup button to the right to create and select one category 
with defaults which you want common to all categories being imported from Microbiz.  After the 
import process, changes can be made to individual categories. 
 Default Tax Category - select "Merchandise" which will assure that all products are taxed.    
After the import process, changes can be made as needed. 
 
• Import Vendor Data  
Place a checkmark at top left.  Then fill in the  Defaults tab. 
 Default Vendor Terms:  Select a term of payment which will be applied to all vendors 
being imported.    After the import process, changes can be made as needed. 
 
Choose the Version of Microbiz 
Use the pull down menu.  If your version is not listed, contact POSitive Software Company. 
 
Set Path To Microbiz Files 



Designate where the original Microbiz data is stored.  PFW does not change these original 
records; it only needs to read them. 
 
Perform Import [F9] 
When you have completed the setups as described above, choose Perform Import.  No other 
computer should be running PFW. 
When the import is completed, you will be reminded that customers need to be assigned to 
customer categories.  See below. 
 

 
 
 
Things To Do After The Import 
 
• Make A Backup  
Immediately after the import, make a backup.  Go to File: Backup: Backup Files Now. 
 
• Review and Reset Customer Categories 
As mentioned above, you need to review and re-assign tax rates to the customers.  A customer 
category Tax Rate: 0 has been created and assigned to your customers.  Because your tax rates 
could not be determined in Microbiz, you need to edit the Customer Category and update existing 
customers.  (Note: when you were setting up your company in PFW, you were prompted to enter 
your tax rate.  If you have any questions about tax rates see Tax Group Detail. 
 

 
 
1)  Go to Utilities: Customer Categories 
2)  Highlight Tax Rate: 0 and choose Edit 
3)  Select an appropriate tax rate for Tax Group field. 
4)  Make any other changes as you desire. 
5)  Choose OK [F10] 
6)  At the Customer Categories screen choose Update Existing Customers button.  Answer Yes 
to update customers. 




